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Introduction

Security and reliability are often the most crucial, time-consuming obstacles for healthcare organi-
zations. Strategic goals are often put on  hold to deal with unexpected challenges to performance, 
availability, and stability. Traditional, manual efforts to isolate and remediate issues divert precious 
resources from innovation. Because of the massive amount of patient data being managed, as well as 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and other government standards, the 
effort required to effectively identify, assess, and resolve exposures becomes critical.

To address risks before they affect business operations, organizations need insight to charac-
terize emerging exposures across a large portfolio and predict reliability risks before they occur. 
Management and automation tools hold promise here, but teams need to consider whether exist-
ing tools or scripting methods can efficiently recognize and resolve these concerns. Add in auditing 
or compliance reporting requirements, and existing approaches fail to scale. Businesses need a new 
approach to address these exposures that minimizes the impact to innovation and productivity.

Red Hat® Consulting partners with customers to turn manual processes into automated workflows, 
creating a repeatable approach for maintaining Red Hat Enterprise Linux® systems across the enter-
prise. We empower customers with a centralized management solution that can detect vulnerabilities, 
characterize their scope, and automate their resolution with Red Hat-provided or in-house playbooks, 
including the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)-certified playbooks for HIPAA 
and other compliance-specific requirements from OpenSCAP. Red Hat subject matter experts help 
you customize a framework that fits your standard operating environment (SOE) while mentoring 
your team on automation strategies tuned to your needs. With centralized content management and 
role-based access control (RBAC), you also get integrated logging that supports auditing and com-
pliance reporting requirements.

Get started with Red Hat Consulting

Red Hat Consulting helps customers quickly, iteratively, and strategically achieve value while building 
capabilities across the enterprise. During a Red Hat Consulting engagement, teams receive training 
on the technology while learning and adopting the methods and skills needed to sustain success now 
and into the future.

Across the following stages, Red Hat Consulting experts apply a set of products and services in a 
customizable engagement to help customers design, build, and scale automated security and reli-
ability workflows that meet their unique business needs.

Benefits

• Prescriptive analytics

• Centralized content 
management

• Automated remediation

• Auditable history
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Table 1. Red Hat Consulting process for automating security and reliability workflows

Discover and design • Lead an interactive architecture workshop to  
understand the customer’s specific security and reli-
ability concerns, existing approaches, and related  
business requirements. 

• Produce a detailed design document outlining architec-
ture and approach to assist the customer with deploy-
ing modern security and reliability management.

Deploy • Install and configure an integrated management suite 
composed of Red Hat Satellite, Red Hat Insights, and 
Red Hat Ansible® Automation Platform.

• Configure content management framework and 
content repositories.

• Configure representative RBACs and host collections.

• Configure insights plans, server groups, and  
sample reports.

• Configure automation framework, representative work-
flows, and customized playbooks.

Enable • Provide side-by-side mentoring throughout  
the engagement.

• Deliver and review “as-built” architectural and  
operational documentation.

Accelerate capabilities with Red Hat Training

Maximize your technology investment and master skills with our lab-intensive, real-world training. 
Through open-enrollment training, virtual classrooms, or Red Hat Learning Subscription, Red Hat 
Training provides a current approach and practical application of new skills and methods to make the 
most efficient and effective use of modern technologies.

http://redhat.com
https://www.redhat.com/en/technologies/management/satellite
https://www.redhat.com/en/technologies/management/insights
https://www.redhat.com/en/technologies/management/ansible
https://www.redhat.com/en/services/training/learning-subscription
https://www.redhat.com/en/services/training-and-certification
https://www.redhat.com/en/services/training-and-certification
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About Red Hat
 Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of enterprise open source software solutions, using a community-powered 
approach to deliver reliable and high-performing Linux, hybrid cloud, container, and Kubernetes technologies.  
Red Hat helps customers integrate new and existing IT applications, develop cloud-native applications, standardize on 
our industry-leading operating system, and automate, secure, and manage complex environments. Award-winning 
support, training, and consulting services make Red Hat a trusted adviser to the Fortune 500. As a strategic partner 
to cloud providers, system integrators, application vendors, customers, and open source communities, Red Hat can 
help organizations prepare for the digital future.
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The Red Hat Services difference

Working directly with Red Hat engineering and support organizations, Red Hat Consulting teams 
bring advanced skills to deliver solutions using Red Hat products and open standards. With exclusive 
insight into upcoming features and product roadmaps, nobody is better positioned to align teams, 
streamline processes, and make enterprise systems and applications work together using open 
source and proprietary technologies. Red Hat Consulting offers:

• Knowledge straight from the source. Red Hat Consulting teams communicate directly with 
Red Hat support and product development organizations. Many of our consultants are also active 
contributors to the upstream open source communities behind Red Hat technologies, so they 
bring advanced expertise.

• Diverse technical experience. Red Hat Consulting maintains deep expertise with open source 
and proprietary systems and applications platforms. Our comprehensive understanding of the 
technology market helps us provide clients with a complete view of their environment. Our guid-
ance is based on a holistic understanding of building enterprise systems, not just our own products.

• Mentor-based engagements. Red Hat Consulting’s approach gives clients the information and 
skills they need to move to Red Hat solutions in a safe and efficient manner. Red Hat believes that 
knowledge must be open and shared, just like source code.

• Crucial, real-world training. Red Hat Training and Certification develops role-based knowledge 
through hands-on training. Covering emerging and foundational open source technologies, we 
build real-world skills that support critical commoditization and transformation projects alike.
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